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RABIN'S DEATH?
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 Will history vindicate Yigal Amir? He's the young religious Jew who shot a man he was convinced
was collaborating with sworn enemies to destroy the Jewish State (Numbers 25:11). Israel's 
Shamgar Commission recently acknowledged that he was goaded by Avishai Raviv, an agent 
provacateur. It appears the former leftist government's plot to tarnish the image of their political 
opposition backfired. They dug their own grave! (Ps. 7:15).
 Yitzhak Rabin, Shimon Peres, Yossi Beilin, and others, had ILLEGALLY met with the bloody PLO
behind Israel's back. Such an unholy trinity had no mandate from the Jewish people to 
treacherously undermine Israel's security and sell-out to a terrorist organization! We have only 
seen an increase in terror and brazen demands by Yasser Arafat and his henchmen since the 
suicidal "peace" pact was hatched from hell (Isa. 28:15). 
 Why does President Clinton continue to support terrorism? With friends like him who needs 
enemies? Doesn't he ever read that Bible he's seen carrying around on Sundays? It's the 
Promised Land of Israel  - not Ishmael or Palestine!
 Many Israelis understand that their so-called "peace partners" are intent on wringing out as many
concessions as possible before the next war. Whose name will the people curse then - Amir or 
Rabin? Why can't we freely discuss this in Israel - the Middle East's "only democracy"  - without 
fear of arrest and interrogation?
 I was in a Jerusalem cafe with friends when we heard Rabin had been shot. I actually met him 
years ago in Israel's Parliament. Rabin had a glorious military past, but undermined it all by 
surrendering to lying visions of peace conjured up by that false prophet and international socialist,
Shimon Peres (Deut. 13:5; Dan. 11:14).
  Rabin was rabid against the religious community (Ps. 31:18). He even had the chutzpah to 
declare that the dream of greater Israel was dead! (Gen. 15:18). However, it is Rabin who is dead
(Ps. 2:10; Jude 15).  Thankfully, THE DREAM LIVES ON and will be fulfilled! 


